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Description Description 2024 EAST TO WEST Blackthorn 3801MB-OK, EAST TO WEST
Blackthorn mid-profile fifth wheel 3801MB-OK highlights: 16 Cu. Ft. 12V
Refrigerator Middle Bunk Room Spacious Full Bath 50" LED TV MORryde Steps
Four Slides Outdoor Kitchen with Drop-Down TV This is the ultimate fifth wheel
for camping with extra friends and family! The layout is similar to model 3800MB,
except the theater seating and entertainment center are on flipped slides of the
unit, and this model includes an outdoor kitchen with a pull-out grill! You will have
your own bedroom up front with a king bed slide out, a full-length wardrobe, and a
dresser with TV prep if you like movies in bed. The middle bunk room includes a
hide-a-bed sofa with a fold-down bunk above, a closet, and even a desk if you
want to make this room into an office. And check out the loft above for more
sleeping space or storage even! The main living area is made open with dual
opposing slides, and your crew will find comfortable seating on the hide-a-bed
sofa, theater seating, or free-standing dinette with a storage ottoman. This model
also includes plenty of storage space, including a double door pantry with a coat
closet, overhead cabinets, and an oversized pass-through storage for larger camp
gear! With any Blackthorn mid-profile fifth wheel by EAST TO WEST, you will find
luxury amenities at every turn! There is Radiant Technology Composites
insulation in the roof, front cap and underbelly, plus Azdel laminated sidewalls
with block foam insulation for 4-seasons camping! You will love how easy it will
be to tow your fifth wheel with Dexter axles and a MORryde CRE 3000 suspension,
and the electric automatic leveling system means you can set up camp in no-
time! The exterior also includes an adjustable power awning with LED lights, LED
motion sensor lights in the pass-through storage, and a universal all-in-one
docking station to easily manage your units tank levels and functions. Head
inside to find vinyl flooring, solid wood shaker style cabinet doors with hidden
hinges, a seamless fiberglass shower with the industry's first locking travel latch
for glass shower doors, and many more elegant features! Sleeps 8 Slideouts 4

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: T77912
VIN Number: 5ZT3BT3B4R9012620
Condition: New

0 mi
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Item address 1099 E Evergreen St, 65757, Strafford, Missouri, United States
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